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what abstract material in the book ultimately
stems from the actual behavior of ordinary children.
Introductory texts typically lead to oversimplification of subject matter, and this book is
no exception. Nevertheless, this brief volume
may serve well as a rapid, general introduction
to current thinking about the nature of children’s language for readers who have no previous knowledge of the field.

No new ground is broken. Nevertheless,
those interested in developing a media-critical
theory will find that this bibliographic review
cannot be read without pencil in hand. Others
will find it a model of clarity, brevity, and excellence for the genre.
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Tidy little primer

The age of Cronkite
The Challenges of Change by Walter
Cronkite. Washington, D. C. : Public
Affairs Press, 1971. 112 pages.

The voice is gravelly now, and he has difficulty
recalling facts. But Walter Cronkite reReview of Sociological Writing on the
Press: A Working Paper of the Royal mains the most popular and critically acclaimed
Commission on the Press by Denis television journalist in America. His MiddleMcQuail. London: Her Majesty’s Sta- American warmth, maturity, and instinct for
moderation personify rationality in an othertionery Office, 1976.
wise unreasonable world. The veteran newsJaded by pedestrian exercises in the genre, man’s role in the historic Sadat/Begin Jerusathis reviewer tends to regard book-length re- lem meeting prompted William Safire to coin
views-of-the-literature as tertiary products of the term “Cronkite Diplomacy.” Examples of
the knowledge industry. However, the appear- his long-standing commitment to statesance of McQuail’s tidy little primer on the rela- manship also permeate The Challenges of
tionship of the press and society forces me to Change.
In this collection of addresses given between
temper this view. Although he confines his attention primarily to Anglo-American literature 1967 and 1970, Cronkite seeks to confront the
on print media, McQuail does not confine it to American people with both current crises and
the conventionally established boundaries of future problems. Citing projections of popusociological writing. The review is encapsulated lation growth, he proposes serious debate on
within a categorical framework which provides fiscal policy, state’s rights, and civil liberties.
a platform for the comparison and coherent Advances in genetics and nuclear energy generintegration of ideas drawn from figures as dis- ate options for creation or virtual annihilation,
parate as Milton, Weber, Lippmann, Reston, but demonstrated mendacity in civil governMarcuse, Lazarsfeld, and Enzensberger. ment and the military complicates the selection
Sources range from the Amertcan Psychologist procedures. Cronkite’s ultimate faith resides in
to the Socialist Register and include results of democracy, with its “acceptance of dissent and
content analysis, experimental studies, histori- . . . assurance of responsive and. . . responsible
cal research, and insiders’ accounts of the phe- change.” The greatest danger is public apathy,
nomenology and politics of news construction. which allows extremists of every variety to perMcQuail’s reliance on quotations is sparing but petuate their influence.
Cronkite also serves as an effective apologist
incisive; for example, regarding the sacrosanct
code of journalistic objectivity, a former news- for broadcast journalism. He depicts the genupaper editor quips that the news does not only ine achievements of TV news-live coverage of
need to be collected “it has first to be ordered.” continuing stories, synthesized audio-visual de-
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